## Online/Digital Reputation

1. **Nearpod** - This lesson focuses on digital footprints. It helps students to decide what is ok to post online and what type of information should be kept private.

2. **Article** - This site tells a story about a substitute teacher who was fired for friending students on facebook. It can be used to promote a discussion about professional and personal relationships.

## Online Safety

1. **Website** - Netsafe Utah teaches students to tell a trusted adult if they see something online that makes them uncomfortable.

2. **Presentation** - This presentation from Netsmartz teaches students internet safety and includes a pledge for them to sign at the end.

## Protecting Personal Information

1. **Nearpod** - This lesson focuses on keeping information private online.

2. **Article** - This resource what information is personal and gives some examples.

## Social Networking

1. **Article** - This article explains Instagram terms of use in kid-friendly language.

2. **Article** - This resource by CommonSense explains the pros and cons of youtube. It also includes resources for parents and conversation starters.

## Online Gaming

1. **Article** - This website by PBS explains video games for grade schoolers and nine ways to make the most of digital games. It also includes tips for choosing appropriate games.

2. **Website** - This resource by Netsmartz explains discussion points and statistics about online gaming and communicating with new people through game use.

## Copyright

1. **Nearpod** - This lesson teaches students about taking ownership of their own creative work and giving credit to other authors.

2. **Video** - This video teaches student what copyright is in student-friendly language.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Plagiarism       | 1. **Article** - This article teaches students what plagiarism is and how to avoid it. It even has a ‘listen’ feature so students do not have to read it themselves.  
                    2. **Video** - This video teaches students about plagiarism in a humorous manner. |
| Cyberbullying    | 1. **Nearpod** - This lesson teaches students how to screen out the mean and what to do if someone is mean online.  
                    2. **Activity** - This is an interactive resource to teach students about cyberbullying. |
| Sexting          | None for elementary students                                             |
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